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Ted Sutphin
The End of The Month

The Servant of God
I wear my salvation suit.
Gray coat with holes in both pockets.
A snot rag full of poison,
Which I spit out.

Our Zenith television
Tube has blacked out.
Daddy will cuss and
Break the dishes.
'Cause how can a man miss
Gunsmoke on Monday nights.

I wav my bon y black hand
Towards the sky.
I n v r g t on r pon e
Back from th L rd.
I pray for th p opl at bu t p
Fat worn n squ zing th ir babi
I pray for the lawyer.
His eyes don't gaze into mine .
Thinking I'm crazy.
Maybe I am?

hand

I go into sandwich shops.
Order a glass of icewater.
I drink it with a tiny white aspirin.
I pray for other forgotten men.
Men who have dark places.
Men who walk the cold dark streets.
Searching for an empty doorway.

The Green Couch
. I sat on a green soiled couch.
Loose arms, flat worn cushions.
Covered with a light bedspread.
The couch smelled of baby pee and beer.
The smell sticks to my throat.
I puke on the yellowish toilet seat.
I remember smelling my father's coat.
The green plaid hunting jacket.
Stinking with tobacco spit and blood.
His fingers smelled of black coffee.
His greasy thick fingers clutching
His white daily newspaper.
His glossy pink eyes watching me.
I sit on the couch listening to hi radio.
Low static humming out Hank Williams.
I'm o lone ome I could di .
I play a sil nt childr n game.
Stare at the yellow wallpaper which peels off.
The stark white plaster is revealed.
He stares into my pale blue eyes.
I close them for a faint moment.
Open them up you little bastard.
I give him the finger when he doesn't look.
In my mind my eyes never look into his.

I will crawl into th sour
Sm Hing cl et and star
In aw at the fat tit of
Each centerfold.
The dirty sinning book that
My father keeps hidden under
The piss stained mattress.
The television is broken.
And it's the end of the month.
There isn't a bite of food in
The celery green cabinets.
My mother fixes pinto beans
And tough yellow cornbread.
I drink three glasses of water
To wash it down.
Three more days and the checks
Will come in.
My father will stand on the
Gray porch and stare squint-eyed
For the fat black mailman .
My mother will send me and my brother
To the store for boiled ham
And fresh Wonder bread.
I will again watch the fat woman
Tear each foodstamp carefully
From the thin orange book.

All That I Had
Skinny boy who never wore
shorts in summer.
Pointed elbows, weak legs.
My face hollow, without teeth.
All that I had is gone.
Boarded windows.
Cardboard tacked tightly
onto the cracked frame.
My view hidden.
The streets with beer bottles.
Abandoned gravel lots with rubber tires.
All that anyone had is lost.
Wrecked automobiles.
Vinyl seats which are shredded.
Boys who dreamed of driving
out of the city.
No wheels, no gasoline.
The windshield busted into tiny bits.
Skinny dark haired boys.
Eating white bread and pickeled bologna.
Old fathers drinking dark bottles of beer.
I smelled the white gardenia
which never grew in my mother's empty flower box .
All that I had is gone.

Ted Sutphin is an art major at Wri:_;tht State. He is n 11ntiur of Dayto,r , O/rio.
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Someone's

!Jv[• Someone's 'Wife
O!:f Musa Afa!:Jer

T

erry was relieved to see that the guard was
finally closing and locking the double doors to
the gym. The line of new students, which had seemed
endless two hours before, had finally dwindled to one
tall, awkward young man who seemed so agitated to
find that his turn had come at last, that the registration
forms flew out of his hands in a flurry of pink and
green, and fluttered their way to the floor like leaves.
When he stood up again, and pushed the. papers
acros the counter to her, his face was flushed. Terry
smiled rea uringly at him. Looking past his shoulder
to the door, she aw a familiar, lender form with curly
black hair slide past the guard into the gym. Anita.
Terry smiled a her friend waved, flashed a broad
grin, pointed to her watch, then tipped her head to
one side, bringing an imaginary fork to her mouth.
"You're a hard woman to find," Anita said, bounc
ing up to the counter. "I've been looking all over
campus for you. I finally ran into Gridder, and he told
m where you were."
The freshman was now sitting in the chair opposit
the machine that made the photo ID's, looking grim.
''I've been right here, making little plastic cards,
trying to get the new students to smile for the
camera." The freshman gave her a pained, sidelong
glance, and she clicked the shutter. "You can pick up
your card in the morning," Terry said, and he nodded,
gathered his things and, ducking his head, almost ran
from the gym.

"Poor guy," Anita said. "We weren't that scared,
were we?"
Terry shrugged. "Maybe we just didn't let it show."
"Are you finished here?" Anita said. "Let's go
somewhere and eat. I'm famished."
"I'd love to, but I can't, Anita. Rich is expecting
me."
"Oh come on, a few minutes won't hurt. It' been
ages since I've seen you."
Terry gathered together the stacks of forms, turned
off the machine, and began the few simpl ritual of
closing up for the night. She wasn't eager to talk to
Anita; in fact, he had dreaded eeing her. God, Terry
thought, what is wrong with me? My best friend! She
felt embarrassed that Anita had een her working in
the registration line. It was just a dumb do-nothing
campus job; lots of students had jobs like this. But it
meant something different about you if you worked
full time, if you weren't a student. It meant you w re
in danger of becoming gray and tired and underpaid
like the secretaries upstairs who had worked at the
same dull, dead-end jobs for thirty years in offices that
smelled of dust and old books.
It had felt entirely different when she was a financial
aid student spending a semester or two filing, collat
ing, stuffing envelopes, Terry thought. She could
stand for hours at the Xerox patiently copying articles
for some faculty member and not really mind doing it,
secure in the knowledge that such work was really
7

beneath her capabilities, and was only a brief stopover
on the way to bigger and better things. That had been
like slumming, somehow, just playing at work; this
was the real thing.
She locked the last file drawer. As she straightened,
her glance caught an old photograph of the campus
that hung above the file cabinet. A group of about
thirty students stood in front of Hartley Hall, dwarfed
by its Victorian turrets and gables. Beneath the pic
ture, the legend read, "1925: Kingsley College Opens
Its Doors to Women." Terry brushed her hair back
with her hands and squared her shoulder .
They walked along one of the old red brick walk
that cut diagonally aero th quare. The shade tree
wer still h avy with th summer' lush foliage , but
the appr a h of autumn wa b tray d by a catt ring
of dry lcav
that ru tied underfoot. Anita pull d
them v r lo a b n h .
" od , it' - good log l ba k," Anitc said . he pread
h r rm wide, as if l in Jud th whole ampu s in
h r mbrace . "Even in Italy thi umm r, in th mid t
of all that plendour, T k pt thinking about being here,
about my friends and everything we' ve gone through
together. " She gave a little snort. "Listen to me, Terry .
I'm turning into a sentimental fool. Pretty soon I'll be
singing the school song!"
"I got your card from Florence," Terry said . "It must
have been wonderful there."
"The school wasn't much; I mean I've had better art
history courses here . But actually seeing the painting
and sculpture I had only seen in books and slides was
amazing . It was so alive, and, I don't know, kind of
timeless. It made me feel that art history could be
really worthwhile, not just some dry academic thing."
Anita paused, and glanced at Terry. "Would you be
lieve that I've actually been thinking of graduate
school?"
Terry smiled. "Sure, why not?"
"It's just that 1 was always the one who was in such
a hurry to get out of school and be a part of the 'real
world.' It's funny. I feel as if I'm just beginning to
really learn, somehow. It's hard to believe it's our last
year."
In the moment of sil nee that followed, Terry
thought about the sense of growing distance that had
opened up like a fault line between the two friends, at
first barely perceptible, then gaping wider until it had
become hard to cross. She felt helpless about it. It had
begun with the wedding, with Anita's disappoint
•ment that she and Terry weren't going to take the trip
to Europe they had planned since their freshman year.
Or maybe their paths had begun to diverge even be
fore that. She hesitated to speak, knowing she was
about to widen the chasm even further.
"It won't be my last year," Terry said, finally, look
ing down at her hands in her lap. 'Tm not enrolling
this fall."
Seeing the incredulous look on Anita's face, she
hurried to continue. "Well, I might as well tell you
everything. I'm pregnant-almost four months now.
8

Rich and I decided, with him starting law school this
fall, that we needed the money. So I got this job with
the Dean's office and I'm going to work full time until
the baby is born, then go back to school next year."
Anita's eyes were wide and serious. "I didn't know
that you and Rich were planning ... I didn't know
that's what you wanted, so soon I mean."
"Of course it's what we want," Terry said, sharply.
"God, I can't believe it. A baby!" Anita said, then
seeing the look on her friend's face, continued. "Don't
get me wrong, Terry. I'm just surprised, that's all. It's
such a big change, I mean from what w u ed to talk
about."
"It's hard to explain . Once you're married, it' just
different. You r aliz that oth r things be ide your
own development re important, to . I know it
ounds stupid, but J tart d lo feel that if it wa m ant
lob ,ilw uldju thapp n . lt' n ta iflhadan y oth r
lon g term pl n ."
"Terry, you don't have to ju tify y urself to m ,"
Anita said, touching her arm gently.
"I know, I know I don't. I'm ju t tired of everybody
acting so concerned about me. God, Anita, you hould
hear my mother. Getting married and having babies is
supposed to be a normal thing for a woman to do, but
she keeps going on about how I should keep my
options open and not saddle myself with responsibil
ity too early. She tells me that lier mother kept bugging
her about having grandchildren because they were
married for twelve years before they had me." Terry
stood up. "I've really got to get back now. We're in
married student housing-that's why you couldn't
find me."
"I'll come see you. Is that all right, I mean with
Rich?"
"Of course it is," Terry said. "Don't be silly-you're
still my best friend."
The two women hugged each other, and Terry felt
her throat tighten and saw the trees in the golden late
afternoon light swim through sudden tears.
"Terry, are you okay? Really?" Anita said.
Terry leaned here forehead against her friend's for a
moment, and nodded, biting her lip and blinking to
control her tears. She gave a little wave and began
walking across the campus toward the supermarket
downtown, stopping after a few steps to look back at
Anita who was still standing there. 'Tm fine," Terry
said. "Don't worry about me. Please."
She was glad that Rich wasn't back yet when she
unlocked the door of the apartment. Turning on the
light in the kitchenette, she put down the bag of
groceries on the countertop. Another tile was loose in
front of the refrigerator. The stove was coated with
brown grease, and the refrigerator smelled moldy.
She wrinkled her nose in distaste. She had to get a
start on cleaning the kitchen tonight; it couldn't be put
off any longer.
She walked into the small second bedroom, its bare
ness relieved by the crayon drawings other children
had left on the walls. The window faced west, and

looked out on the branches of a maple tree. The colors
of the setting sun filtered through the leaves into the
room, lending a soft copper glow to the walls. She
hugged herself, imagining sitting in a rocking chair,
nursing her baby and gazing out the window at the
new leaves on the tree next spring. Her fantasy
warmed her, gave her a brief feeling of being com
forted, and she felt her tight muscles in her shoulders
relax.
The door slammed. "Hello, I'm home," Rich called
out. "Where are you?"
"In the baby's room."
He came up behind her and folded his arms around
her. She leaned her head back against his shoulder
and closed her eyes for a few moments. He sighed.
"Long day?" T rry asked.
"l'v got o much work to do, it's unbelievable. I
don't know wh n th y exp ct you to sl p."

were growing up?
Now that they had moved from their studio apart
ment off campus, and the fall semester had started, it
was far too late for a change of heart. Last week, lying
in bed on the morning after they had moved in, she
had felt the baby move for the first time, a faint but
unmistakable inner prodding. She had lain there,
hands cupping her belly, her eyes closed as if listening
for a distant voice. She was filled with elation at the
visceral knowledge of what had been up to then only
an intention, a plan, an idea. "My baby," she had
whispered to herself, smiling.
·
When Rich came back into the bedroom from his
shower and began to dress, she hadn't said anything
to him. She hadn't wanted to; his lack of enthusiasm
made her feel secretive and private about it. She had
begun to hold her pregnancy protectively close to her,
a if th questions and doubts from out ide might

"Her reasoning had been simple: she want d a baby, and if she
had asked him, he would never have agreed."
They walked back into the living room, he to begin
his reading and she to prepare their dinner. In the
kitchen, she unwrapped the package of chicken, and
sighed, thinking of what Rich had just said.
It meant another evening spent tiptoeing around,
careful not to disturb his concentration, or else he
would slam his book shut and go off to the library to
study. It meant going to bed alone while he read late
into the night.
Still, it was a big improvement over the conflicts of
the past two months. For a while, she had thought
that he would never forgive her for letting herself get
pregnant without his knowledge, and then refusing to
have an abortion. Her reasoning had been simple: she
wanted a baby, and if she had asked him, he would
never have agreed. At first he had felt betrayed and
angry, but finally he had softened under the
onslaught of her pleading, and she had been able to
convince him that the baby would be primarily her
responsibility, that she would drop out of school lo
work, that her parents would help out, and, most
important, that he could go to law school after all.
Then, almost as if she had expended all her positive
energy in convincing him, for a few strange days she
had found herself thinking seriously about having an
abortion. Rich would be so relieved . Despite what she
had told him, after the pain of it was over, what she
imagined was a feeling of freedom. She could finish
her degree . But then her thoughts would always lead
her back to the same point, the point at which the
freedom would become a sort of aimless drifting in a
sea of choices. What would she do after she gradu
ated? Get a secretarial job on campus? Have a baby
then? So why not anchor herself now, why not get
started with it, why not still be young when your kids

somehow filter through the placenta, weakening the
embryo.
Once his first semester at law school was over, and
the baby was born, everything would change. She was
sure of that. She called Rich in to dinner and they sat
down.
"Would you mind not reading while we eat?"
"I've got just one more paragraph, this interesting
case ..."
"Please, honey, I haven't seen you all day."
"All right," he said, smiling at her and tearing off a
piece of his napkin to mark the place in his book. "So
what happened with you today?"
"Anita's back from Italy and she's talking about
going to graduate school."
"You must have been glad to see her, huh?"
"I guess so, I don't know. Sure."
"The two of you used to do everything togeth r. I
couldn't get a word in edg wi e. R m mb r?"
"Times change, I guess . People change ."
"If you don't want to talk about it ... "
"I don't."
Rich began a long story about one of his classes, and
in a couple of minutes had her laughing out loud at
something another student had said . He had always
known how to get her to laugh.
As she cleaned up after dinner, Terry looked fondly
over at her husband from time to time as he studi d .
He worked so hard, and worried so much about how
he was doing; she felt proud and protective of his
efforts, and somewhat in awe at the singlemindedness
of his ambition.
Cozy little fantasies presented themselves to her as
she worked; v1gnettes of domestic bliss in which they
would both be supremely contented with their
9

choices. He would become a successful criminal
lawyer and devoted father, their children would be
beautiful and happy and smart, their home would be
lovely, full of music and laughter, and she would be
the author of it all, the enabler, the one who had made
it all possible. It was as if marrying Rich had unlocked
a door inside her for which her pregnancy was an
exact and perfect expression.
When she and Anita used to do their laundry at the
laundromat downtown, they would sit and laugh at
the articles in the women's magazines, secure in the
belief that the sense of adventure and independence
they felt as young women could never be lo t to them.
It reminded her of that picture in her psychology book
that you could look at two diff rent way , eeing
'either two profile or the d licat form of a va ·e.
The other, dark r image that he en ed metimes
had b n th re today whil he was talking with
Anit,, wh n h had f lt h r fri nd' unspoken ad
ne ·s, and knew it to be grief for a part of her that had
b en set asid , as one put cloth s a y for anoth r
eason. As one door seemed to open, another door
had slammed shut, and Terry found herself at times
overwhelmed by the panicky idea that she was trap
ped, that she had trapped herself. It was a fear of being
earthbound, but at the same time filled with a longing
to soar and only the memory of flight to sustain her.
And yet this feeling stood side by side with a growing,
proud willingness to nurture another life, to give,
even to sacrifice. Was she growing up? Was that what
it was?
"Rich? Honey?" she said, hesitantly, when she had
finished the last of the dishes and was drying her
hands. "What color do you think we ought to paint the
baby's room?"
He looked up from his book. "We have five months.
Why do we have to talk about that now?"
"I'd just like to plan it, even if we don't do it for a
while."
"If you want to do something, why don't you clean
the kitchen?" The pained note in his voice edged into
irritation. "It's a real mess. Or unpack some of our
books and clothes."
"I've been meaning to, but I've been too tired."
"Look, swe _f'1 · \ t. I'm not complaining," Rich
said. "I know you':.:: working hard too. Butl just don't
have time to tall ~L.. ut this right now. Please under
stand and don't be upset."
She walked to the door and opened it, hesitating
before stepping out into the drab hallway.
"Where are you going?" he asked.
"Just outside for a while."
As she closed the door behind her, she saw that he
was already bent over his desk, reading, and didn't
look up. Her right hand clenched into a fist and she
banged it against the wall as she walked down the
hall, not loudly enough to disturb anyone, but with
enough force to dislodge the hard little knot of anger
that had begun to congeal in the middle of her chest.
She began to reason with herself. It was going to be
1
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like this, maybe for a long time. This was the agree
ment they had made; never mind if it felt impossible to
keep. She would just have to get used to it, that was
all.
Terry walked to the long flight of steps that led up
the hill on which the apartment complex was built. In
fifty identical apartments, fifty student families were
living, all of them with children under the age of five .
Many of the blinds were open. In one apartment, a
red-faced baby bawled unnoticed in her high chair; the
mother stood at the sink, her back turned toward her
child. In another, a father stood looking out the win
dow, holding a young infant against his shoulder with
one hand, and a half empty baby bottle with the other.
He stared off into space, gently rocking ba k and
forth. In still another, two naked toddler w re cha ing one anoth r around the living r m, shri king and
giggling, whil a tir d moth r wa trying none too
ucce fully to h rd th m into the bathro m. It wa
clearly the children' h ur, which b gan wh n daddy
cam back from school and nd d with th last b d
time story. In another hour or so, the sounds of tired
children and irritable parents would subside into a
quiet hum of television and conversation, broken only
by an occasional fretful cry.
Terry climbed the last steps and crossed the con
crete pavement to the playground at the top of the hill.
She opened the gate in the wire mesh fence and closed
it behind her. The sky was a deep violet color where
the sun had set, and she stopped for a moment to
admire the delicate traceries of tree silhouettes against
the horizon.
"Hi, there," said a voice from behind her.
Terry turned to see a tall, blond woman with pigtails
sliding a two year old in blue pajamas into a swing
seat.
"Brian, here, won't go to sleep any other way.
Other kids like bedtime stories·, but not this one. All he
wants is for me to swing him."
As if to confirm his mother's explanation, the little
boy rocked impatiently in the seat, whining" 'Wing,
Mommy. 'Wing, 'Wing!"
His mother gave him a push, and smiled at Terry.
"What'll you do when it gets cold?" Terry asked.
"Lord only knows. Earplugs, I guess. You're new
here, aren't you? Did you just move in?"
"Last week. How long have you been here?"
"Too long," the woman groaned. "No, seriously,
I've been here since Cecily was born; that's three and a
half years now. It may be a dump but it sure has its
advantages for starving grad students. You'll never
have to pay for a sitter. We all try to help each other
out." She have the swing another push. "How many
kids do you have?"
"I'm expecting my first in February."
"Well, enjoy your freedom while you can," the
woman said, then pointed to her son, who had
slumped over in the swing seat, his eyes closed.
"Beddy-bye time, Brian," she said, scooping him up
out of the seat. "My name's Sandy," she called over

her shoulder.
'Tm Terry."
"Nice to meet you. By the way, don't go spending
good money on baby clothes and stuff; there's lots of
hand-me-downs floating around."
"Thanks a lot. Really."
The playground was dark and quiet now, the night
gathering in deep shadows behind the swings and
under the slide. A round sand pit lay in the center like
the open mouth of a deep well. Terry sat on a bench
and, shivering in the cool night air, pulled her sweater
tight around her.
.
She had always believed, when she was growing
up, that adults possessed some special information
about life. How else could they live their lives, make
their choices, with the degree of certainty and author
ity they appeared to possess? She thought about
Sandy and the other young women who lived here
with their husbands and children. She wondered
what they knew that she didn't know.
It seemed that pregnancy must be like a doorway
through which you could not pass unchanged, with-

out at least some emblem of identity having been
conferred, some sense of forward motion, some feel
ing of purpose. You were someone's mother, some
one's wife, at least. Beyond this, any understanding
seemed to slip through her hands like sand through a
sieve. And yet her life, the child growing within her, it
all marched on as if she did know, as if everything
required for adulthood was in place. Was it like this for
the other women too? Did they even think abou-.!._these
things?
Terry stood and looked up. All the color had faded;
the tree tops had disappeared into the black night sky.
One step at a time, lingering as if waiting for some
thing or someone, she started back to her apartment to
clean the kitchen.

Musa Mayer has ~ster's de~ree i11 co1111se/i11g from Wright
State. "Someone's Mother, Someone's Wife" is the scco11d short
story she has published. She lives- in New York, New York.
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Michelangelo's Dream
(Watching the Therapists)

by Rhonda C. Poynter

Crippled limbs and
hard minds crack,
old plans in this strange room:
arthritics stretch against the sunlight
in their marbled sorrows.
Although we are far away
from Rome,
Buonarotti may have
carved them all.
His students have pockets of sculpture
I cannot comprehend:
their finest hours spent
in chiseling death
and watching sad bones bend.
They could cure Medusa.
Good hearts chip away
at liesthey could no doubt soothe
the Pieta,
or bring the Pope's sweet
David to flesh and blood and
bone.
These people cut
at disillusioned stone,
and I dream of
easing burdens.
I paint, you know;
I play guitar,
my arms still easy as
storm cleansed stars.
I watch the kind hearts
smooth out scars,
and hold my stare from patients.
I came in knowing I was Medusa.
Take these arms, then.
Make them holy,
and use them in your
Sistine Chapel.

Rhonda C. Poynter lives in Rochester, Mi1111esota.
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An Average Lament
A Portrait
The high room lined with books
closes down with an inde cribable hush,
a if the paper ate sound
and bindings ab orbed every spoken word,
or the lamps with their circles of light
inscribed circles of quiet. No one
i there, no one but a woman
sitting in a gold ea y chair, worn
tan in the arm , and . he tip
with her foot the chair in the room
as the pages turn, tap, tap, quiet,
the hair ro king and page turning.
he look. down with the ' till o's
of her eye , and the round o of the world
wh els through incredible cold, while
the yards and streets fill silently with snow
under a blue an d starless sky.

The day takes chance of its breadth
of light, and a molotov silence
hangs in the limbs of a too blue sky.
I breathe the waste air
of an almost criminal want,
while the little peasants glitter down,
the maples helicoptering the grass stretch
with a useless effort at extending themselves.
The withdrawn halves fold into each other
until I can no longer separate
what was and could have been
from the archaic gold and rot of th se leaves
and lawn , the must be that is.

Lewis

Ashman

First Suit
Th bru hed up suit
w ear you like an asp ect
of it elf, trim cu t
and nea tly detailed.
Wheeled by your successful
machine, you fly
down a street
of limited facades
where any can buy
what you are,
though here
naked you lie
alarmingly still.
Lewis Ash111a11 is a philosophy /1/ajor at Wright State.
His poetry has appeared in seucrn/ little 111aga::i11es.
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Ujjvala Bagal
Face of Faith

You trim my slick gr n gra
S ulpt th e Im int Gi 11
Th
t n , th ugh a d,

do

Still gleam, ivory ch ss pi c
In the shadows. Ceremony
Cushions our contact, at the edg of town.
In your black dress and pearls,
You speak softer than the elms' rustle.
I muzzle your steps in soft brown earth.
Then I'm silent again for you,
Green and white, cooling flames of sunlight,
Brown Giselles swaying to unheard music,

A picture from your car window.
Darkness is your shut eyes from me.
But I linger, at the end of a road
You have not yet found.

To Fly
Wid O h i kic
Abov my head, in her eyes.
Across yellow fields, in
Tall grass that stroked our knees,
We walked . She said,
"I've never lived anywhere else."
Her pale blue eyes
Were wide with wanting. I read
Her small life of still air, flat land,
Short black trees, spread out
Beneath a bright blue height
That knew no peak, but only ran
Beyond the lavender
Last line of sight.
Her fra il body had uncurled,
Like the grass, in wonder
From earth to sky.
Now her light brown hair caught
In a wind arisen .
It was h r time to fly.

Ujjvala Bagal is a chemistry major at Wright Statf
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When Hector Should Turn and Face Achilles
by Gene Washington

To: Hector, Priam's Great City.
From: Aristos Military Consulting Consortium.
Subject: On Being Chased by Achilles Around the City.
Date: 0-1010
References: Memo of Hector to Aristos Consulting (0-1000).
Iliad, xxii, 251.
Distribution: *Hector's Immediate Family (Hecuba, Priam, Andromache and Deiphobus).
*Permanent File, Aristos Consulting.
*Other Heroes Contemplating Personal Combat.

~

-

.. .

The outcome of every personal combat between heroes is always in doubt. Nor is it ever certain how such
combat, once decided, will affect the ultimate result of the war itself. War and personal combat, like the
weather, are hard to predict. We find that all of this is due to the lack of scientific research in prediction and
prognostlcation-which, in turn, is due to too much time, energy and money being wasted on political,
rhetorical and ethical studies at Athens. Somebody needs to look into that.
But, following the guidelines laid down by our founder, Agnosis, we make do with what we have . We
find , accordingly, that the best strategy in your forthcoming combat with Achilles is to turn and face him on
the third full circuit of the city. We stress the words "third" and "full" for the following technical reasons .
1. Achilles, like all barbarians of his ancestry, stands in great fear of the number three. Nor does he like to
run in circles, especially with heroes of greater cultural refinement (like your lordship).
2. The gods always favor mortals who do things by thirds. And, although opinion is divided on this, our
own research indicates that they also prefer circular movement to the more normal straight linear type .
Accordingly, by adopting a circular motion we always flatter the gods by imitating their abnormal ways.
3. Three, a prime number, is essential in defining all other prime numbers. This information, although it
may not find any direct application in the chase by Achilles and subsequent combat, will undoubtedly give
you authority in later life-especially whenever you feel then ed to reflect in public on your past exploits,
what they meant in preserving the honor of Troy, and in elevating your lordship to the tatus of elder
pontificator.
If there are any other reasons besides these, then they are known only to the gods- who, of course, may
not exist.

Gene Washington lives in Utah .
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Roderick

The Mime

Phillips

Skilcraft III

Boiling water spla ·hes
On , p rmcablc bag
f small black leave..,
And tea is made

I manifest
A tiny
tiny
shark

I would cal1 it magic
In an effort to b civilized
I would smile demurely
And add sugar
Until it would be too sweet
To drink

In a boundless
Empty
sea.

I can't taste it anyway
But it's sometimes nice to think
About it.
I peruse the cutlery
Top-grade stainless
Kept quite clean
And I push a fork
Into a piece of flesh
That has no flavor.

It is useless
Trying to pretend.

I have lost my tongue
To cats.

Toads aren't happy in the desert
Toads aren't happy in the desert
(Toads
don't have happiness)
It is just
Their home.
They eat crickets in the desert
(Crickets
are not happy either
But
It's OK
Cause cricket brains are small
And do not hate
Or love)
Nature has been kind
To lower animals
(Higher ones
Like us
Must sweat it out
You and I
Especially).

Roderick Phillips is a Wright State student who has been
published previously in both Nexus and Chimera.
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The Prison Door

by Ricardo Domenech
Translatio

C

by D vid

on ·nt ntl
I uniforn d
poh t tht m, n 111 th \ orn .,.ilb< rdm mov •d,
h d do\ n, t \,'\,dfd th door l f th' r11~on lh ¼,1~ cl
m,m of medmm hl 1ght, abt ut fort
e,tr old, \ 1th
e pre 1onle ., ey
fi eJ un \ en ingly on the
ground, cl bedrd of c,everal days, and an indifferent,
aprithetic mann r. Only when he went to cross the
threshold did he turn his face, and his look-now
emitting sparks surveyed fleetingly the small plaza,
the houses, the trees beyond the pnson. He looked, as
a traveler looks from the little window of the train or
plane, at the city he leaves behind.
Seeing the gaze of that man in the \\.'Orn gabardine
I won't mention the name, the place, the story-was
understanding iust hmv inappropriate it is when we
say, as we customarily do, that someone has been
"put in" jctil, or else, in the opposite case, that some
one has "gotten out" of it. In realitv it is something
very different, and one should Sd\ c;omething e]<.;e:
exact!) the contrarv. The pri on r 1s not w1th111 but
011t.;itfe, far a\ ay, and that door and tho e latches and

arrison

th,1t k
whllh th• mm m thL ½Orn •ab rdmL 1
thmk1n 1 r1bout nm", ob c.; 1 el , from th• humid,
gho~tl olitmk of hi'- t II 1t I not th, t th
on't I t
hun en ·c, but that thC'~ d n't let him t 11ta into o i •t ,
into the world
prison is a ..,pdlC \-\ hich i · oubid of
the world.
Let' say it even more clear! : a normal c.itiLen, m
order to get to Heaven, would only have to pass
through the door guarded by two angels with swords
of fire, that door which separates the world from
Heaven, while a prisoner would first h ave to pass
through the door of th e prison tha t separa tes h im from
the world and therefore doubly estranges hi m from
Heaven . This is the impulse cruel, ind eed-which
locks the door of a prison .
But that man in the worn gabardine passionately
loved freedom, and, since his sentence wac; long and
very unjust. he had the patience and time to dig a long
tunnel: so long that one morning he managed to
elude, without realizing"' hat he ,vas accomplishmg,
the two forbidden doors.

Ricardo Dome11ech 's " La puatn de la cared" fir~t appeared i11 tire
Spanish maga:::.inc Nueva Estafeta as one of tire wi1111111g cntrrc~ 111
11 short short story con test.
David Garrison teaches Spanish at Wright State .
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Pierce's
Failure
Nick Adams

T

4

he oak tree's crooked shadow splays across
Pierce Melonoff's porch. The shadow creates an
image on the latticework that reminds him of two
marionettes marlin fishing. He slumps in his rickety
rocking chair, thinking he's sitting up straight. Sitting
this way the whole day, Pierce has been listening to
the horn music drifting down from the mountain. He
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has watched the sun rise. Now he watches it set.
"The sun rises and sets, its light weaving a tapestry
of every-changing, mutable es ence over the earth,"
he ays to him elf. "What cosmic force is it then, that
moves my dog Fritz to hame me b_ batting hi!, evela<;h r
. retta Young in fron th, neighbor ."
Piere
ought mingle with
imagination in
inall
d bv hi fe ling
uch a
· 1~hin
tant
'

n

11<1

1d t

ng h r n

p
-duster'"h
, he a
h rselh\ 1th
atred of Pierce. It' a '>ublime, all
cncompa sing hatred.
'' 'aked," he ays, "Pierce resembles a wrinkled
trench oat nd a pair of argyle socks. And as for
int Hect! I hate the \ ay he equates huffling to astro
naut training."
Her hatred of Pier e i so intense it' ·pirituall •
endowed, giving Pierce a premonition to pawn all
their cutlery.
Th country folk in ist that Pierce and Clair were
once in IO\ e-but with a shetland pony, not each
other. They would often ride double to market
together in the pony, and because of all the bouncing
the simpl country folk guessed they were in love.
One day, as Piere " as on bended knee proposing
to the pony, Clair' mother happened along. Thinking
that Pierce wa prop> ing to Clair, she quickly made
rrangem nt with Pierce'· father for a wedding.
Pierce, he knew, was the sole heir to a Guernscv.
Clair't- fomily, a m trim hi,1I group kno\'\'n as ·the
Cornbin clan, suppns dly uffered from di ea ed
mind. . If th ir husbands posses ·ed anything more
tangibl than the power of speech, folks claimed, the
disease caused them to stab their husbands to death
with butcher knives. The Cornbins also feuded among
themselves, o Clair's mother welcomed the oppor
tunity to get rid of Clair.
The Melonoff's and the Cornbin's negotiated for
months over the marriage contract, finally settling on
a package deal: Pierce in exchange for Clair, the cow,
and a player to be named later.
Pierce felt betrayed by his father. Pierce loved the
old man even though he often mistook Pierce for their
grandfather clock. He loved the old man so much that

Pierce felt moving his arms in a clockwise manner and
chiming on the hour was the least he could do for his
father.
But Pierce's father wa adamant about the marriage.

"Often he i1nagined
grotesqu suic·des, like
i1 gesting dry crean1 o'
.
wh a, h
p )ur1ng
boilin wat r down hi
thr )at until h
w 1 ed
up and exploded."
He in 1sted that Pierces dut 1 wa to marn according
to famil , w1 he , though Pierce pleaded for his free
dom. Pierce claimed he \\ ould marry c nly for love, o
the conflict with his father left him feeling -;uicidal.
Often he imagined grotesque suicides, like ingesting
dry cream o' wheat, then pouring boiling water down
hi throat until he S\\'elled up and exploded.
The on thing Pierce really wanted out of life was to
be a world famous alphornist. He planned to attend
the Chicago Conservatory of Music. Clair had planned
to be queen of England ince she was ix years old. For
both of them the marriage meant the end of their
dream - though Pi rce often a ok in the middle of
his and couldn't rememb r them dn way.
"I can't marry Clair," Pierce told hi father on day.
"I'm married to my alphorn."
"Get an annulment or I'll give your CO\'\ tn lht
church," hi father repli d.
Fru trated by i father' nbstinancc, Pierced cidcd
to run away from homt'. He left for, C\ York the nc t
d, y with his alphnrn strapped t<.1 h1 back.
In ew York no one would talk to him or even give
him directions-except to the wrong places. Finally, a
stranger took pity on him, and the stranger turned out
to be Stan Pebbleman, the great alphornist. The be
came friends, and Pebbleman discovered that Pierce
was a talented mu ician. Soon he was discussing
Pierce's talents with his friends.
"The boy can make a sound with his mouth like a
Chrysler starting up. It's amazing."
Pierce auditioned for the New York Philharmonic.
The conductor,· a small, eccentric-looking man with
long, frizzy, white hair who kept a bulbous nose in his
pocket, sat through Pierce's audition only moments

before motioning for Pierce to stop playing.
"Enough! Your next notes will be played in the
music hall as my number one alphomist!"
When Pebbleman heard the news he was delighted.
He went to vi.sit Pierce and they got drunk together to
celebrate. Pierce's tongue became so loose that several
times it slapped him upside the head. Then he began
to unravel the story of his past.
When Pierce revealed his reasons for leaving home,
Pebbleman's face became red. Pierce stopped talking
a Pebbleman's eye began to fill with tears.
"How dare you!" Pebbleman houtcd, gripping hi handlebar mustache. "You mu tr turn home and et
thing. trai ht. Your life will m an nothing without
your f, thrr's approval!"
" ure it will," aid Pierce .
"I to left home again t my fath r' in truction ,"
said Pebbleman. "He wanted me to go into the fish
mongery with him. But I left-and humiliated him by
walking out the door holding my nose. I became a
success-but at what price? I am heartbroken. I have
spe~t thirty years in analysis paying for my mistake.
And even that has not helped, especially since I dis
covered that a skeet-shooter was impersonating my
psychiatrist during the months when I thought I had
experienced a breakthrough."
Pebbleman's racking sobs echoed through Pierce's
studio apartment. Pierce thought of his father and
how he loved him. How he only wished for his
approval and acceptance and the occasional biscuit.
He thought about how terrible it would be if he ended
up like Pebbleman-a miserable success. Maybe that's
how Pebbleman got all those warts on his bottom,
Pierce thought.
"I'll go home and make my father happy," he said.
"Then I'll return to New York one day and reforge my
career with the Philharmonic."
When Pierce returned home he was greeted at the
front gate by his father, who was staring across the
expanse of corn fields forming a series of neat lines
that pointed out the horizon. Sensing Pierce's pres
ence, he turned and said, "Boy have your chores back
ed up. Where have you been?"
"Didn't you get my letter?" Pierce asked.
"What letter?"
"The one where I told you about running away to
the city to avoid marrying Clair, and to play the
alphorn with the Philharmonic, and to become rich
and famous."
"In that case I'm giving your Guernsey to the
church," his father said.

"But I'm back," Pierce said. "And I intend to marry
Clair.''
"How can I trust you now? You may slip off for
another five years without my knowledge," his father
said. "But if you get rid of that horn o' plenty-looking
thing on your back, I'll give you another chance."
"Okay," Pierce said, surprised at his own words.
The thought of losing the alphorn forever plagued
Pierce. He couldn't bear the idea of giving it away. The
idea of someone else becoming the world famou
alphornist he had always dreamed of being felt to him
like the lo s of a be t friend or a favorite sandwich.
Finally, he fell to the ground in shock and began to
sob.
When he lifted his h ad he saw a figure
approaching. It looked lik the number nine at first,
but as it came dos r h realized it was Opie Moistbot
tom, the village idiot. Pierce tried to imagine Opie
playing the alphorn and the image made him laugh.
"Opie," he said, as Opie tried to pass him without
falling down. "I would like you to have my alphorn ."
Opie shook his head up and down slowly, then
looking up at Pierce, drooled to show his gratitude.
"Don't mention it," Pierce replied, and he placed
the alphorn at Opie's feet and dashed away.
When Clair heard of Pierce's return, she was in her
mother's sewing room, embroidering her royal gown
with spam labels.
"I will be queen. Pierce will not stand in my way,"
she declared, looking into her wishing mirror,
wishing she had a real one so she could fix her hair.
The next day Pierce and Clair were in church, sitting
before their pastor, ropes holding them securely in
their seats. The small wedding service was attended
only by Pierce's father, Clair's mother and Opie Moist
bottom, who acted as bridesmaid, best man and enter
tainment. As the newlyweds were carried out of the
church, Opie played the alphorn. He began with a
soft, mournful mountain song and finished with a
Miles Davis tune.
"Why, Opie must be an idiot-savant," Pierce's
father said, picturing himself as Opie's manager.
"He's better than Pierce," added the Priest.
Pierce was devastated. He considered braiding his
hair to the undercarriage of a nearby pick-up truck,
but changed his mind when he realized someone
might decide to take a drive in it.
A few days later he went to his father to collect his
cow.
"I just got your letter," his father said. "Run away
from me will you? I disown you-you ingrate!"
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Confused and frustrated, Pierce wandered into the
woods and didn't come out until he could find his
way. In the woods he had a revelation, underwent a
spiritual catharsis, and contracted root rot.
He decided to settle down and buy a home with his
savings of a cufflink and some jello. He spent his time
then, sitting on the porch, dwelling on the past and
listening to Opie play the alphom. The lonesome bel
lows sounded like whispers from the mountain, call
ing him, reminding him of what might have been.
He rises from his rocking chair. His eyes scan the
landscape. He winks at an industrious chipmunk,
dragging an acorn across the crooked cobblestone
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walk. He rests his hands on his hips and stretches,
yawning wi~e.
The shadow of Clair's body enters the doorway .
Then Clair quietly strides into the doorway and her
shadow steps aside and goes upstairs . Clair opens the
screendoor and peeks out, clutching a tube of bryl
creme like a butcher knife.

Nick Adams is an English major at Wright State, and the editor of
Nexus.
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Richard Freeman

Untitled

This moon and I are allies for an vening,
Of an age together and equally lost;
Peeking like an elbow through a sleeve of frost
Over soft brown patches of leftover leaves.
Tomorrow she will swindle me with shadows,
Lead me to blossom through her dance, like a bee,
And the path will disappear as the fevers
Of October cinerate her meadows.
She already has a father for a fool,
And will never need another to staple
The sun upon the lines that she's ruled:
With an orange rain of mists and maples,
Tractors and tents in the catapple trees,
My winter hat and washerwoman's knees.

Untitled

I'm a snow fog. I'm a grey dog. I'm the
Water on the tips of an evergr en
Tree-I have holes in my ears and blood in
My throat, I'll vomit it out if I please.
Yesterday the ground was silvery grey,
A fox's fur, until it thawed, burrowed
And brown in the garden; sudden as sleep
When they held me to the table; furrowed
My skin with needles from bittersweet vines.
I'm a sundog, a kestral in a wind,
I'm the shadow where you thought I might hide;
Turn off the night, there's no illumination
Stop me from bleeding inside, I'm a tin
Man. A straw man. A cowardly lion.

I've magic powers, I know all their shapes,
And anything I want to I can beI know where they've come from, I know where they've
Gone; I can put on their faces and see.
This dog's Klabra, I filled her up with blood,
When she's broken she bends every way1' ve drawn in muscles where her skin unfolds,
And uddenly it's me inside her face.
And if I should knock over a tower or
Two in my suit of armour there's nothing
You can do; can't you tell that I've stolen your
Shape? Do you know what I've done with your stuffing?
When I'm angry I throw it all at mom,
My ugly face, my pig face, she's wrong.

Richard Freeman has a master's degree in education from Wrig'1t State.
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The Forest Dweller
by Arthur Boonshoft

Purple and white flowers on a boulder
The fragrance lightly lifting
Footsteps falling in silence
The shadows slowly shifting
Swallowed up by the enormous oaks

Arthur Boonshoft is a Wright State student.
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T

he aquarium in Dr. Breuhn's waiting room had
no fish in it. Barcley looked for about fi~e
minutes until he thought he saw a section of fishtail
stuck in the black gravel on the bottom. He wasn't
sure. A doctor who couldn't keep his fish healthy and
alive surely had less luck with people, he thought.
"What happened to all the fish?" he asked the re
ceptionist.
"We came in last Monday morning and there they
were, " she aid. She stuck her tongue out and rolled
her eyes hideously up into her head .
''Dead?''
"Well, yes. For the most part. "
"What do you m an?"
"Well, most of them were dead. Som were till
aliv , but th tails on all of the fish w r mi ing."
" Missing?"
"Lik om thing bit' m 11 off or m thing. ru om , i n't it?"
Bar 1 y tood quickly. "Disgu ting i what it is."

said it aloud or just thought it. He glanced at the
receptionist to see if she had heard him. She was
scheduling an appointment over the phone. He
looked around the waiting room and was relieved that
there were no other people there .
He placed the magazine back on the tab]e, walked
over to the aquarium and stared at the severed fishtail
in the gravel. He reached his hand into the water and
tried to pick it up . It pinched into a chalky cloud of
powdered bone and flesh. He pulled his arm out,
squeezed the water from the sleeve of his sports jacket
onto the carpeted floor and returned to his eat.
Linda Lee. Behind the house in the tall grass wh n
h was thirteen, mayb fourteen. He wasn't ur . She
had pull d off her sw at hirt when he had asked her
to . H couldn't r memb r if h had compl tely un
dres ed or n t. Linda L , at any rat , had bar d h r
br a ts, h thought. Sh had had th n rv to a k him
to pull down hi pant . My damn pant ! H thought
h did ay that al ud. Wh n h had dropped hi

Missing Tails,

problem. "My face is broken."
Dr. Breuhn sat slowly and opened' a medical chart
which was full of blank pages. "This is your first visit
to a psychiatrist?"
"This is not my first visit to a psychiatrist. My face is
broken. I want it fixed."
"How long has your face been broken?"
"Since Linda Lee took off her sweatshirt, I think. I'm
not too sure."
"And who's Linda Lee?"
"I can't explain if you don't know."
"What do you mean your face is b~ok n?"
"It won't expr s my mner f elings."
"Doc any part of you work?"
"My fingers grab thing '. My butt finds scats for me .
My feet carry me around. I can wiggle my toe , but my
fa c i broken."
"Why is vour ·l ·cvt' w •t?"
"You have no lifo in your aqu. rium ."
'Tm aware of that."

them when they die."
Dr. Breuhn pulled a carbon copy form from his desk
drawer and placed it in front of Barcley. "Would you
sign this please?"
''I'm not signing anything, I'm not going anywhere
until this goes away." He prodded the bulge in his
pants.
"Maybe the emergency room could help you. I
don't think I can."
"Linda Lee can. She did before. It was like she was
pounding grain. I wa like a smooth stone."
"Barcley, I really-"
"Call her."
"Who?"
"Linda Lee. Call her. She'll get rid of this then you
can fix my fac ."
"Barcley, I can't- "
"Call her!" Barcley pulled the revolver from his
pocket. "Or I'll blow this face cl an off my head." He
placed the barrel of the gun ben ath his hm.

Broken Face
Rick Wagner

The receptionist remained quiet. The phone rang
and she answered. "Allied Psychiatric Services. May I
help you?"
Barcley walked rapidly out of the office and stood in
the hallway . He was breathing heavily. He felt total
physiological repulsion. He went to the men's room
and tried to vomit. He wasn't sure if he did. Standing
in front of the mirror, he studied his fac . It wasn't as
ugly a he felt insid . "Why don't you how it?" he
ask d. He would ask the doctor. No, h would come
right out and t 11 him: "My face i n't working right. It
won't expre my inner feelings." He practiced saying
it a few times . Or. Breuhn would fix him up, he reas
sured himself. He patted the revolver in his lapel
pocket and returned to the waiting room. He sat with
his back to the aquarium.
"You all right, Mr. Minster?" the receptionist a ked.
"Fin , I'm fine," Barcley wanted to s mile, but when
he couldn't de ide if he wa he turned his face away.
Damn thing, he thought. Still not working.
He picked up a ational Geographic and browsed
through an article on ew Guinea that had photo
graphs of young native women pounding grain with
smooth stones in their hands-their breasts were
exposed.
"Linda Lee's breasts." Barcley wasn't sure if he had
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trousers she had grabbed him. He shuddered, tingling
up through his spine into the deepest part of his brain.
He noticed he had an erection. He went to the
aquarium to check again for signs of life. He looked
down at the crotch of his pants and saw that it was
bulging. He was surprised that he could still get an
erection with all of the medication he had taken about
an hour earlier that morning. He hoped it wa going to
kill him. Hi face didn't work right anymore. Other
parts were working great- his arms, his 1 gs. H wig
gled his toes. But wh n a person' face i broken
there's no hope for a normal life. He thought he might
be sure of that.
Dr. Breuhn walked into the waiting room. "Barcley
Minster?"
Barcley walked out from behind the aquarium- his
erection still protruding. "Yes. Here." H noticed the
doctor's eyes look at him from head to toe to head
again. Barcley's sleeve was still dripping water on the
floor. He followed Dr. Breuhn into a small office.
"Have a seat, Mr. Minster."
"Barcley. I call it Barcley."
"Barcley." Dr. Breuhn repeated. "Have a seat then,
Barcley."
Barcley sat in a chair next to Dr. Breuhn's desk.
Before Dr. Breuhn was seated, Barcley told him his

"I tried to grab a fishtail that was 'stuck in the
gravel."
"Why?"
"I wanted to see if it still worked.'"
"Did it?"
"'No."
Dr. Breuhn wrote a few sentences on the blank
page.
Barcley broke the silence. "Do you think I'm
dying?"
"Do you think you're dying?"
"I took a whole bottle of pills about an hour ago or
so."
"What kind of pills?"
"Elavil. Thorazine. I'm not sure."
"How many were in the bottle?"
"Ten or twenty. I'm not sure. Is that enough?"
"For what?"
"To kill me ."
"Is that what you want?"
"I think so."
"Why would you like to die?"
"I told you. My face is broken. Right now I'm kind of
frantic inside, but my face doesn't show it, does it?"
"I'd like to call an ambulance, Barcley."
"Why do I have this erection? They say all men get

Dr. Breuhn talked into his intercom calmly. Barcley
wondered if something was broken inside of the doc
tor. "His heart, probably," he thought he said aloud .
"Brenda?"
"Yes?" a small, tinny voice answered .
"Please call an ambulance to escort Mr. Minster to
St. Joseph's emergency room. And also get me a
phone number for Linda Lee."
"At what address?" Brenda asked.
Dr. Breuhn turned to Barcley. "Where does she
live?"
"I'm not sure. Used to live on Mount Joy, but that
was maybe twenty years ago." The revolver bounced
beneath his chin as he spoke.
"Brenda?"
"Yes sir?"
"Just give me the phone number for every Linda Lee
or L. Lee in the book. Okay?"
"Yes sir."
After a few minutes of Dr. Breuhn writing rapidly in
the chart, Brenda walked into the office and stated that
she had the list of numbers. There were three numbers
and addresses beneath Linda Lee's name. She smiled
awkwardly at Barcley. "The ambulance is on the
way," she said in a low whisper.
"Thank you, Brenda." Dr. Breuhn looked at the list,
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then at Barcley. "Would you like to place the calls?"
"You call, " Barcley said . Brenda excused herself.
" What would you like me to say to her?" Dr . Breuhn
asked.
"Tell her my face is broken. And, uh, tell her that I
saw her in a National Geographic and that I need her
to, you know, help me out with this," he pointed the
revolver at his bulging pants, " so you can get on with
fixing my broken face ."
Dr. Breuhn picked up the telephone receiver and
pun c hed some buttons hesitantly. He waited
motionlessly then suddenly spoke. "Hello. Is this
Linda Lee? My name is Dr. Breuhn and I' m trying to
reach a Linda Lee who knows a man named Minster,
Barcley Minster. I'm very sorry. Thank you ." He
scratched the top number from the list. "I'll try the
next one." He punched some buttons again and
waited . " Hello. This is Dr. Breuhn. I'm looking for a
Linda Lee who knows a man by the name of Barcley
Minster. " His eyebrows raised . He looked at Barcley
and nodded his head . " Very good, well- I need to ask
a favor that might seem, uh, out of the ordinary, bu t
Mr. Minster's life depends on this ." He listened, pick
ed up his pen and tapped his desk pad. " Mr. Minster
needs to be in an emergency room, however, he's
refusing to go until you come here to my office and talk
with him. It's your choice, but I must stress emphati
cally that his life is in danger. He might harm him
self- a weapon is involved, yes. Thank you. It's one
thirteen Fulcrum Avenue, twelfth floor. How soon
can you be here? That would be fine . Thank you very
much, Miss Lee." He hung up.
"What'd she say?" Barcley picked lint from his wet
sleeve.
"That she'd be here in about fifteen minutes. I do
hope you're fairly accurate as to how many pills you
took sometime earlier today."
The next quarter of an hour passed slowly for Barc
ley . He was beginning to feel slightly intoxicated. His
visio n was slightly blurry. He walked to the doorway,
the revolver stuck into his throat. He stared at the
aquarium and thought that he might have seen some
thing swimming. He wasn' t sure. He closed the door
and sat down. " You can fix my face, can't you?"
"If you let me take you to the hospital."
"Not until Linda Lee gets here."
"What is it that you do for a living, Barcley?"
" I used to count things ."
" An accountant?"
''An inventory specialist for the defense supply
plant. But everybody started thinking weird things
about me ."
"Like what?"

"Oh, you know, just weird things . They thought I
was a spy or something. They'd whisper things."
"Are you?"
"I'm not sure. I did used to sneak things home in my
pockets." H~ laid the pistol on hisfap and reached into
his breast pocket. "Like this magnet. I saved millions
of people by leaving this part, this one little magnet,
out of a targeting device."
" Do you still work there?"
"No. They fired me. I knew they would, though."
"When?"
'Tm not sure."
Brenda's mid-range voice came through the inter
com. " Dr. Breuhn, Miss Lee is here. "
"Send her in, please. "
Barcley had stuck the revolver beneath his chin
again. " You two can fix me up," he said casually.
The office door opened and a woman stepped in.
She was short with wavy greying hair. Her lavender
print skirt was riding up slightly past the edges of her
slip, exposing a smooth youthful thigh. ' Tm Linda
Lee.'' She had her arms folded across her chest, tightly
hugging her purse.
Barcley felt as though his face should have shown
happiness, but it was like a chunk of granite. He
lowered the revolver from his chin and ·pointed the
barrel at his crotch.
" Barcley?" Linda Lee's voice trembled.
" You have to fix me up, Linda. Get rid-help me
with this." He tapped the revolver several times
against the bulge in his pants. Linda Lee's face
flushed.
"Please sit down, Miss Lee. Barcley, we need to talk
this through, however, we must resolve something
soon ." Dr. Breuhn escorted her to a chair. Barcley
raised the revolver up into his throat .
"I think it's only natural to get something like this
when a guy sees such breasts as those ." He pointed
the gun toward Linda Lee, drew small concentric cir
cles in the air, then returned it to his chin. Linda Lee
threw herself from her chair onto the floor and started
crying.
"I think we both could help you if you would put the
gun on my desk, Barcley." Dr. Breuhn forced a smile.
He stood slowly and went to Linda Lee. "It's okay.
You won' t be hurt. "
"I don' t want to die." She cried.
"Barcley gave me his word that he would not hurt
anyone, didn't you Barcley?" Dr. Breuhn gave Barcley
a stern, fatherly glance.
" You should worry more about your fish, Dr.
Breuhn. Really."
"What's wrong with your fish?" Linda Lee asked .

Barcley knew her game: change the subject, act non
chalant. Maybe the man with the broken face will drop
the gun. He thought he might have said it rather than
thought it. He wasn't sure.
"Look, you two. Here's how it is. I'm holding a
twenty-two pistol underneath a face that doesn't
work!" He pointed the revolver at Dr. Breuhn. "Your
fish died and lost their tails. And I see you half-naked
in a National Geographic!"
"W both feel really uneasy when you point that
pi tol at your elf and at us."
"But I'm miling at you both" Barcley aid oftly.
Linda Lee traightened rigidly upright in her chair.
"Aren't I?"
"You're not m1lmg, Barde ," Dr. Breuhn said.
"I fe l lik I am. Do you think I'm miling, Linda?"
"You never really miled much," he an wered.
"But when you did it wa a nic smile."
"How have you been?" Barcley stared without
blinking. His eyes were dry and burning.

mother. "Best organist that St. Mark's ever had. I
loved her, Linda."
"I don't remember you ever meeting her, Barcley."
"Maybe I didn't." Barcley balanced the revolver on
the thin wooden arm of his chair and stood slowly. He
picked up the pistol and walked slowly toward Dr.
Breuhn's desk. After placing it on the desk, he walked
slowly backwards toward the office window. Across
the street the sun was reflecting from the other office
building's windows. He thought how it was like look
ing into the lifeless aquarium in the waiting room. The
p ople on the street below were lik decaying fi htails
floating aimle ly. If he could r ach down and pick
them up between hi finger they would flake apart,
h thought. H wasn't sure.
He turned and faced Linda Lee, taring into her
face. He noticed that hi erection was gone. Hi eye
wanted to roll into his head. He pulled his eyebrows
down and squinted-trying to maintain his vision. He
thought of Brenda imitating the dead fish when he

" 'Your fish died and lost their tails. And I see you half-naked in a
National Geographic!' "
"Oh, well I've been all right. You know." She
laughed nervously at Dr. Breuhn. "At least I'm work
ing now." She glanced nervously about the room. Her
eyes then locked with Barcley's. ''I'm a waitress over
at Don's Diner."
"On Second?"
"Over on Sexton Avenue. I think you're thinking of
Mel's Cafe."
"I know what I'm thinking, Linda." Barcley was
speaking noticeably softer. "Ever marry anyone?"
" ever seemed to meet the right guy. You know."
"Barcley?" Dr. Breuhn swiveled hi chair around
and stood. "Miss Lee and I would like to ride to the
hospital with you."
"Is your mother still playing the organ for the
church?" Barcley ignored the doctor.
"My mother's passed on." Linda Lee lowered her
head and straightened her skirt.
"Passed on?" Barcley looked into the corner of the
office as if he had heard something. Maybe he had. He
wasn't sure.
"She died last November."
"I always liked her. Last November you say?" He
wanted to tell Linda Lee how much he had loved her

had first entered the waiting room. "God bless your
mother, Linda. I'm sorry she died." He chuckled.
"You're smiling, Barcley," Dr. Breuhn said.
"It's not funny though. It's just not funny." Barcley
could hardly move his thick tongue to speak. He
couldn't stop his lips from tightening into a hideous
grin when he fell to the floor.

Rick Wagner is a musician and a graduate student in the Wright
State Department of English.
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I

surveyed the mound of coupons dumped on the
blue rug in the middle of my living room floor,
a collage of play money, fifteen, twenty-five, thirty,
and fifty cents worth of Pampers, granola bars, dog
food, Cheerios and so on. My two year old, Sammy,
huddled on the couch, hugging his love-worn Teddy
bear, his eyes looking downward like the tail of a
scolded puppy. Squelching the scream rising in my
throat, I took a deep breath and thought, count to ten,
Kate. Isn't that what your mother used to say? I
wanted to shake Sammy so hard, it scared me. But I
couldn't blame him for this mess, it was Panda's fault
for calling me in the middl of my job of sorting
coupons.
I found the fil box wher ammy had hidden it
und r a pillow on th ouch and b gan filling it with
handful of coup n , r m mb ring my conver ation
with Panda.
"Kate," she'd aid, "I hear you're having another
one."
"What do you mean?" I asked.
"You know what I mean. Why didn't you tell me?"
'"I haven't told anyone yet, except Bob. How'd you
find out?"
"Linda Stiple was in the waiting room at the doc
tor's office last week. She heard the nurse congratulat
ing you."
"I didn't see her there."
"Well, you can't keep it a secret forever, you know.
How far along are you?"
"I'm not in the mood to talk now," I said.
"You're being selfish, Kate."
"Maybe so, but I'd like to savor my secret for
awhile."
"Some people never have a chance, you know," she
said. "I'd be shouting the news from the rooftops by
now."
"You haven't told anyone else, have you?"
"No, I wanted to hear it from the horse's mouth."
"Well, you haven't heard it yet, so please keep your
mouth shut."
"[ bet you've wanted to say that for a long time," she
said, laughing. "Well, you have my word. Listen, I'll
pick you up at quarter 'til for the meeting tonight:"

Out

of

Proportion

by Joanna S. Fortna

I crammed more coupons into the box, wondering
how I had accumulated so many. The box was half
full, yet the pile on the floor seemed to remain the
same, an avalanche of pictures of smiling babies,
healthy puppies, bottles of germ-killing soap. I felt as
if I were huddled in the middle, smothered by these
bits of paper, by the rules of Panda's game.
Panda and I met last year at the West End laundro
mat where she was tacking up a poster on the bulletin
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board. I was balancing Sammy on one hip, a load of
dirty laundry on the other, and trying to grasp the
doorhandle with a few fingers, when Panda came to
my rescue. She pushed the door open and grabbed my
bottle of Era in mid-air as it slipped through a crack in
my plastic basket. I almost laughed when I looked up
to thank her.
She was tall for a woman, an impr sive six feet of
bulk that would have erv d her well on any football
field, broad-shouldered and olid, her body-clinging
jeans and T- ·hirt revealing little flab. Her head, horn
in tight dark curl , look d ridiculously small and femi
nin , her pale skin, ad licat contrast to dark ye , h r
no e almost prim with it dainty upturn. Thi im
balance of body and h ad di tract d me lik a pair of
mi mat hcd ock - making m wond r if som wh re
th r wa a woman with a mall body and larg h ad
that lo ked qually out f proporti n.
Hoping to hide my amus m nt, I took my bottle of
Era and lugged my things down the row of washers,
plopping them on an empty machine.
"What a cute little boy," she said, in a gentle, but
high-pitched voice that you'd expect out of a woman
half her size.
Sammy hid his face in my shoulder pinching my
arm as he clung to my flannel shirt.
"You're a shy one, aren't you?" she cooed, hovering
so close behind me, I was pinned to the washer. "He'll
get used to me. I know how to charm them all."
I began tossing clothes into the washer, hoping she
would get the hint that I wanted to be left alone, but by
the time I'd added the detergent and pushed four
quarters in the slots, Sammy was squirming in my
arms, giggling at the "Itsy Bitsy Spider," which the
lady was inging in a lilting soprano voice.
"I told you I could charm him," she said. "I'm just a
big, lovable Panda bear."
"How did you do it?" I asked. "Heu ually doesn't
trust trangers."
"Oh, l ju t b nt down until my fac wa 1 v 1 with
his and l ang and laugh d until he couldn't help but
lik m ."
ammy wa g tting heavy o I sat on a rick ty
bench, next to the Coke machin , and let him wriggle
out of my lap to explore. The woman sat down next to
me, straining the bench so much, I was afraid we'd
end up on the floor.
She extended her hand and said, "My name'
Pamela Wilson, but everyon call me Panda . You
look like you're new around here."
Her hand, which reminded me of my grandfather's,
with its fleshy palm and thick fingers, enveloped mine
in a sturdy handshake. "How did you know I was
new?" I asked.
"Small town, honey. Besides, my husband owns
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both the laundromats in town. I get to see most of you
young people just starting out. I bet you live in the
Maple street apartments."
"Yes, for about two weeks. Doe your husband own
those, too?"
"No, I wi h h did. But I am your neighbor. Our
house is right acros the street, the white one with
blue shutters," she said, tickling Sammy who was
holding onto her knee for balanc and watching her
face, me m rized .
Panda point d to the bulletin board . "I was ju t
po ting a notice about my refunder' club. Are you
into r funding? We're havmg a m eting tomorrow
night."
"N , I don't kn w anything ab ut it."
"W 11, get your hu band tow t h the baby and g t
ut f th hou f r th v ning."
"I'm n t ure," I b gan.
"Don't b bashful, w hav a good tim . I'll even
give you a ride if you need one."
I pulled Sammy away from her knee and snuggled
him into my lap. "That's all right, I'll have to check
with my husband."
The day after our conversation in the laundromat,
she just happened to meet Sammy and me in the play
area behind the apartments and invited us over to her
house for coffee and banana bread. We sat in a little
breakfast nook facing the family room, which was
filled with her collection of antique dolls, fragile
treasures from the past, with dainty faces and elegant,
lacy dresses, displayed in two lighted cabinets. When
she showed me her favorite china doll, its face looked
too delicate to be nestled in her meaty hands.
After I had been warmed by her coffee and hospital
ity, she took me to her corner of the basement, where a
nest of Pamper's cartons containing jar labels, 'back
panels, front panels, boxtops, box bottoms (she saves
everything), were all categorized in ha color-coded
filing system. In the center of the e boxes was a card
table laden with th day' mail, an a sortment of re
fund ch ck , coupon round r bin , and an i u of a
refunder's magazine. Her log book ·howed h had
saved close to four hundred dollars last year. Since
then, I've attended every refunder's meeting and ac
quired a closet full of "valuable" trash, a willing baby
sitter, and a phone that rings four times a _day.
That evening, at our refunder's meeting, in the back
room of the fire hall, I sat at the end of a long folding
table, shuffling through the refund lips and coupons
I'd spent the whole afternoon reorganizing. After an
hour of half-hearted trading, I'd managed to collect all
the forms I could handle in the next month, and I was
ready to go home.
I watched Panda roving around the table with her

box of recycled junk, the dealer in motion, trading two
Oreo proof of purchase seals for a two dollar tissue
refund form, three Alpo coupons for an M&M' s UPC
symbol, a Wheaties box bottom for a ketchup label.
Her face was animated by thin, pink lips, unadorned
by lipstick, fluid frames for a voice that sang, even in
sp ch, of a child's laughter, a tone that bewitched me
like a toryteller.
When she noticed my stare, she winked at me and
said, "Attention, everyone, I can't believe Kate's been
here almost an hour without spreading her good
news."
I straightened, pressing my shoulders against the
hard-backed chair as all their eyes focused on me.
"Do you realize that since 0U1: last meeting, she
reached the supreme goal of a refunder? She went to
Kroger's on double coup~m day and walked away with
sixty-nine dollars worth of groceries without paying a
penny?"
Above the din of polite clapping, I heard Panda
whistle, then they all surrounded me, asking how I'd

done it, what I'd bought. Hardly feeling like a celeb·
rity, I answered their questions with little enthusiasm
Their curiosity only provoked questions of my own.
Had I saved only three hundred fifty dollars in this
past year? Was it worth the many hours it took to oak
off labels, file coupons, or keep up with the mail? At
first it had been a big game, raiding the trash for the
proper label, trading for items I didn't buy, and receiv
ing checks in the mail printed with my name. Now I
wondered if it was Panda's game or mine.
The ladies had left me alone again, drawn away by
one of Panda's stories about a refunder in New York
who had saved almost two hundred dollars in one
shopping trip. I watched the smoke rise from a
cigarette that sat poised on the edge of a glass ashtray
in front of me . It expanded upward, capturing bits of
words and laughter, hanging them in a haze under the
light fixture. The room filled with a fog that clogged
my throat and lungs, making me nauseous.
Excusing myself to go to the bathroom I walked
down the back hallway, past the restrooms and out
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the door into the spring evening. It was chilly and I
wished I had my sweater, but I didn't want to go back
inside. I walked over the gravel parking lot, my arms
folded around my chest, to a small playground where
I had often taken Sammy. The swings were silhouet
ted against the streetlight, hanging listlessly.
The curved canvas swing clung to my hips and the
heavy metal chain chilled my fingers, as I sat and
pushed my feet into the slippery mud, letting my body
swing back and forth into the darkness with that
pumping motion that goes with childhood. A I traced
an arc higher into the sky, th motion ooth d m . I
wa thoughtles , awar only f my h art b a ting, the
mu de in my 1 gs t n ing and r 1 a ing, th fore
reeling m ba k and forth. 1 c uld m 11 pring, the
damp gr und, wetne cl aked in new life, t ntativc
bud pr bing out f !if 1 bran h . Ah ady wave f
pr mis d gr n ru h d pa t m .
"Kat ," said Panda, app aring from b hind the
trees that lined the edge of the park. "You shouldn't
be out here alone."
I didn't say anything, I just kept swinging.
"Kate, do you realize how foolish you look? You
should be taking better care of yourself and that
baby."
"I needed some fresh air."
"What if you fell? You might lose it."
I laughed at that, still swinging with the night.
"We need to talk," she said, her voice dropping in
hushed anger, as she loomed in front of me, her dark
form blocking the streetlight, like a cloud over the
moon.
As soon as I dragged my feet to stop the swing, she
began walking away from the playground, toward the
high school athletic field. I had to push myself to keep
up with her long stride, as we walked up Striker's Hill,
moving so fast I was soon out of breath. But she didn't
stop until we had passed the tennis courts and
climbed halfway up the bleachers in the football sta
dium. She was silent for awhile, staring out into the
field, her profile carved against the moonlit night,
gray on black, sober, rigid features.
"How old are you?" she asked.
"Twenty-two."
"How long have you been married?"
"Wait a minute," I said, "I don't want you talking
up and down the street about me."
"Kate," she said, "I need your friendship."
"Why?"
"You remind me of myself when I was your age."
"Panda, I don't know what you see in me. We don't
have much in common except this refund business."
She was silent again, fidgeting with something in
her purse. "I need your friendship, Kate."
"Did you run out of juice up the street? Well let me
tell you, my life is pretty dull. There's not much you
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could squeeze out of me since you already found out
about the baby."
"Why did you leave the meeting tonight?" she
asked, the wrinkles around her eyes accented by
shadows as she squinted at me.
"It's none of your business, I don't even know why
I'm talking to you." I rose to leave, but her hand
clamped on my arm.
"Kate, you're the only person that listens. Do you
know what that means to me?" She held out her hand.
Inside was a newspaper clipping, folded down to
about two inches square, the edges worn like the
crea e on a w 11-us d map.
I unfold d th pap r and train d tor ad th w rd
of an obituary noti
ab ut a thr -y ar-old child
nam d Jay Wil on. If lt that incr dible nau ea again,
want d t run h me and cry, but sh till had ah Id
on my arm. I didn't hav th will to br ak away .
"Is this your child?" I asked.
"Here's his picture," she said, pointing to a snap
shot in her wallet. In the darkness, the figures were a
little hazy, but I could make out a younger version of
her husband, Bert, standing behind Panda who was
holding a little dark haired boy in her lap. The boy had
his mother's dainty features and a reflection of her
laughter in his eyes.
"He's gone now, honey, but he was a dear, sweet
boy with my dark curls and Bert's blue eyes, a shy one
like your little Sammy."
"What happened?" I asked.
"He got hit by a car," she said. "It was when we still
lived in New Jersey."
"What?"
"They blamed it all on me. I should have grabbed
him, but it all happened so fast."
"Who blamed you?"
"My family, my mother, even Bert for awhile. They
never talked much about it, but I knew. That's why I
never had another one."
"I didn't even know you could have children."
"I started that rumor myself," she said. "It was
easier than telling the ·truth."
"But you always seemed happier than everyone
else. That's why Sammy likes you so much."
Maybe it was the angle or the low light, but her face
seemed to melt. I thought I saw the bone structure
under her cheeks, making her eyes sunken dark holes.
Her grip on my wrist tightened, as if she was afraid I
might leave.
"Kate, hold me," she said and then she wrapped
her long arms around me, sucking me into her mas
sive frame. My head rested awkwardly on her breast.
She smelled of light perfume and cigarette smoke. I
tried to give her a comforting pat on the back, but she
was sobbing now and rocking. I was not holding her;
she was holding me. Mother and child.

I let her rock me for awhile. With my ear pressed
tightly against her breast, I could feel her shudder
deep inside with each breath. There was a stirring
inside me, an odd feeling of tenderness tainted by
pity. I thought of the rows of smiling babies on the
Pamper's cartons in her basement and her collection of
perfect china dolls.
"Panda," I whispered, "You going to be alright?"
She continued to rock as though she hadn't heard
me.
"Panda," I said aloud this time.
She stopped. With a big sigh she withdrew her arms
and lid down th bench until we were eparated by
about two f t of pace.
I hivered a my expo ed arm prickled with goose
bump .
" h, Lord, Kate," h aid, " I houldn't hav laid
thi on you ."
"Why didn't y u t 11 m b for ?"
Sh igh d again and avoided my eyes. "Listen, it's
getting late. I'd better drive you home."
"That's alright," I said, rising a little weakly from

walk. He flitted about, collecting dandelions in his
pocket as we walked around the block. After twenty
minutes of following Sammy's erratic trail, I grabbed
his hand and headed up Panda's walk. When she
answered the door, she looked as tired as I felt, with
circles under her eyes, and exhaustion etched on her
thin smile.
"You need your things," she said, walking back
inside without inviting me in. Sammy tapped on the
screen door, saying, "Pann-na Pan-na" in a sing song
chant, until Panda returned with my box and sweater.
She was about to shut the door again, when Sammy
pulled a droopy bouquet of dandelions out of his
pocket and offered them to her.
"Thank you, honey," said Panda, accepting the
flowers with an exagg rated bow.
"Mommy, pick fwowers," said Sammy, pulling at
my arm.
"Look out!" squ al d Panda, a th fi1 box fell out
of my arm, s nding a shower of coupons onto Panda's
stoop. The wind fluttered and twirled them like
leaves, spreading them across the lawn. As I dashed

~'Each day, I woke with a morning sickness that wrenched me with so
much pain that I wondered if I was going through withdrawal symp
toms. I worried about losing my baby."
the bench. "I need to walk home."
I heard her say "Kate, don't leave," and then it was
quiet.
When I got to the parking lot at the fire hall, the
lights were off and Panda's car was the only one left. I
looked at my watch; it was nine-thirty. The meeting
had been over for half an hour. I knew if I walked fast,
I could get home in twenty minutes.
When I got there, Bob was on the phone. He raised
an eyebrow at me and said, "She's here now. Thanks.
for calling."
"Who was it?" I asked, as he hung up the phone.
"That was Panda," he aid. "She say you got upset
about something at the meeting and decided to walk
home . She' got your filebox and sweater."
The next few days were quiet, too quiet. Panda
didn't call, but neither did anyone else. When I tried to
think of someone to call, I could think of no one,
except the refund ladies who knew me only as "Pan
da's friend" or "The Refund Whiz." When I called my
mother she said Panda was too old, that I needed to
find some friends my own age. Each day, I woke with
a morning sickness that wrenched me with so much
pain that I wondered if I was going through with
drawal symptoms. I worried about losing my baby.
After four days of relentless rain I woke up on Fri
day to the sound of the wind whipping around the
side of the building, but at least the sun was shining. I
gave into Sammy's pleading and dressed to take a

around trying to catch them, the wind teased, sweep
ing the papers out of my reach, into the gutter, under a
car, clustering them around the base of her neighbor's
hedge. I heard Panda's laughter, dancing in the breeze
like porcelain wind chimes, fragile, but unbroken.
The three of us gathered the wayward coupons
from puddles and flower beds, some of them soggy
and torn, others crumpled in Sammy's chubby hands,
but most of them still intact.
"Watch Sammy a minute," I said to Panda .
Then I ran across the street to the apartment com
plex, holding the boxlid securely in place. The green
dumpster at the end of the parking lot was taller than
me so I had to stand on tiptoe to open the lid and drop
the box inside. I heard it thump as it hit the metal side,
dumping its contents for the last time.
I turned and looked at Panda who was sitting Indian
style on her front stoop. From this distance, there was
a balance between her face that looked as pale and
delicate as a china doll and her shoulders that squared
against the wind. It was as though I'd been looking at
her through a camera viewfinder and finally got the
focus right. I could still hear Panda's laughter, muffled
by the wind.

Joanna S. Fortna is a graduate student in the Wright State
Department of English and a freelance writer.
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Felix Munro Harbors Secret
Thoughts of Flight
Gary Eberle

T

h r wa
om 'thing urgent in th flight of
th' parrow . It hopped p 'a efully through th'
gra for a whil th nit udd nly took to flight. Some
thing in the flutter of the wings tirred deep memories
in Felix Munro of a spring night when the moon hung
large as a pearl above the farmland .
Yet, as he opened his memories one by one, he
discovered nothing, like cracking bad nuts. Each one
held a dusty kernel that fell apart when he touched it.
One would think the urgent flutter of bird's wings
would have led to something more substantial, yet
there was nothing.
He looked down at his hand. It seemed like a bird's
claw, clutching the arm of his wheelchair. The young
man from the paper had asked him the secret of his
longevity.
"Dumb luck," he had replied, enhancing his repu
tation for being a crank.
The reporter seemed taken aback, as though he had
expected something more. Maybe he wanted to hear
that you needed to smoke two cigars a day or not to
smoke at all, to drink whiskey or not, to take sex in
moderation, or to eat raw onions. The boy must have
expected something more than m re luck as a hedge
against mortality. Yet, as far as Felix could tell, blind
chance had as much to do with living to be a hundred
as anything else. The president had sent him a card,
even though Felix had not voted for him. That was
immortality enough, in his opinion, if that's all immor
tality was. For the rest, it was darkness.
And yet, he thought, there must be something
more, something stirred by the flutter of a wing in the
late afternoon un, the memory of the moon and the
sight of his own rail-like claw holding tight to the
wheelchair, his last means of locomotion.
A fly landed on his hand, but he let it sit there rather
than brush it away. A moment later, it was gone. The
world seemed full of flying things. Beside him, in the
late summer garden, bees hovered from flower to
flower. Overhead, birds flew-robins , jays, chick
adees peeping there among the pine branches. May
flies, mosquitoes, gnats, flying beetles, the royal court
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of butt rfli s- monarch and vi 'roys-thou sand~ or
p rhap rnilli n of pe i took to th air. Not to
mention flying mammal , bat and flying squirrels .
Not to mention flying reptiles, now extinct, like the
pterodactyl, and the airborne seeds and leaves and
magnolia blossoms that flew with the slightest
provocation of a breeze. And wasn't there a Jesus
lizard that could run on water and leap so far it was as
good as flight? All of creation defied gravity.
Yet, Felix reflected, of all this universe in flight,
man-that self-styled paragon of creation-had never
flown on his own. Airplanes were insufficient grati
fication for a species that always yearned to fly like a
wild gander across the face of the moon.
Weren't all those famous suicides-Dido and Sap
pho leaping from their cliffs, all the others-just
attempts at flight when the business of living had too
much weighed them down? Wasn't defenestration
merely an attempt to give oneself to the air, to ~scape,
finally, this body with its pain.and suffering? For man,
Felix reflected, there is simply too much gravity.
Once, when he was a boy back in Iowa, he had seen
a Bird Boy at a carnival near Decorah. He was adver
tised as the eighth or ninth wonder of the world,
something found deep in the jungles of someplace or
other and brought back alive, a specimen from ancient
mythology, a living angel. Felix had wasted a quarter
to see a young boy in faded red tights with a pair of
dust-covered wings molded on to flesh-colored lumps
of rubber glued to his back.
But if a human being could fly-why, it would be the
culmination of a thousand years of man's desires.
Why couldn't there be born a baby with wings? He
had seen plenty of other freaks of nature when he was
a boy on the farm. You used to see lots of them in the
old days, he reflected, chickens with two heads, calves
with five legs or no legs at all, stillborn lambs that
seemed to have the features of old men. And still
today, in the back pages of newspapers, you found
reports of odd things coming out of China, stories of
strange aberrations, giants and hermaphrodites and
all. Yet never in all his hundred years had Felix read of

a boy with wings. Of course, it was Nature's way that
most of her oddities died fairly quickly. But suppose a
bird boy could live? Suppose somehow one such crea
ture in all of human evolution lived and grew to good
size somewhere? The world would never have seen
the like of him.
Large white wings would grow out of his back and
extend down to the ground where they would end in
the fine points of the endmost flight feathers. He
would be like one of Leonardo's angels, with the
trapezius muscles above the shoulder blades forming
bunched mounds where the delicate feathers of the
wings joined the bare smooth skin of his back.
"A boy in flight, think of it!" Felix mumbled to
himself. The late afternoon sun in the garden warmed
him. He watched a grasshopper leap up from the
dri d grass. It jump d into th air, pr ad it accor
dion-fold wings and buzzed aero the garden. There
was joy in m re flight. What if th r were such ab ing?
Would his wings make a sound like a dove's or like an
eagle's? When he'd find an upward thermal, would he
spread them out like a hawk or gull and hold them
curled against the wind? If man could fly, Felix
thought, he could outdo all the birds, be the epitome
of flight.
Som~times he'd ride down the wind like a diving
bird of prey or dart all around like a giant meadowlark,

always with a smile of pure, unaffected happiness on
his face. What a boon it would be if mankind could fly,
Felix thought. How many earthbound worries could
he leave behind?
Suddenly the idea of flight possessed him. He was a
hundred years old today, and he wanted to lose all
sense of weight, to break free from the clutches of the
earth, to feel the outer edges of himself dissolve and
his soul take to bodiless flight like a cloud. He wanted
to sail like a wild bird through the endless sky, just to
disappear.
A robin landed in the grass in front of him and
stabbed at a worm in the ground. The worm held tight
in its hole and there was a brief tug of war. Finally, the
worm snapped in half. A bloody stump remained
wiggling in the ground as the rest was carried aloft.
The worm had been divided, like his own hundred
years, between the unyielding earth and the bird
borne sky.

Gary Eberle teaches English at Aquinas College in Michigan and
is a freelance writer as well. His poetry has appeared in several
literary magazines, and he has been published previously in Nexus.
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